
 Genuine Accessories
Mercedes-Benz X-Class
Prices effective from June 2020. 



Genuine Accessories 
designed to keep  
you moving.
At Mercedes-Benz we offer a wide range of accessories and 
optional features to enhance your driving experience, security 
and safety. 

More than just ‘accessories’, these components have been 
developed to do their job as effectively as possible, while delivering 
quality that’s built to last. They ensure your game-changing X-Class 
is able to neatly accommodate whatever you need it to – tools and 
work materials, or sports and leisure gear. They mean you’re able 
to make your vehicle as individual as you are. And above all, they 
help to keep busy lives and businesses moving.
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Wheels
At Mercedes-Benz Vans, we understand that the right  
wheels have the ability to give your X-Class its own distinct 
look, which in turn reflects your own individual style.  
So, if you’d like to stamp your own personality on  
your vehicle, then choose a set of wheels from the  
following options. 
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02 03

^Please note, the tyres and fitting are not included in the price 

01
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01   17" light-alloy wheel 02   18" light-alloy wheel 03   19" light-alloy wheel

Aside from just looking great, all our X-Class wheels are precision-tailored to your vehicle in terms of load profile and dimensions.  
They are subjected to an extensive development and testing programme to ensure safety and high performance. They have to pass a  
variety of endurance tests, based on exacting Mercedes-Benz guidelines, all of which exceed the highest levels of statutory requirements.

Rim size: 7.5 J x 18 ET 50 Rim size: 7.5 J x 18 ET 50 Rim size: 7.5 J x 18 ET 50

Item number 
A4704010200

Item number 
A4704010300

Item number 
A4704010400

£252.00^ +VAT £280.00^ +VAT £306.00^ +VAT

Wheels Styling Protection Technology Cargo and storage Safety



Styling
It’s the little touches and details that can make all the 
difference when it comes to your vehicle’s overall aesthetic. 
Our range of styling options means you can give your 
X-Class a unique look – either adding to the refinement  
of the vehicle’s design, or giving it a sporty edge.  
Simply style it to suit your taste.  
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01

01   Styling bar for stand-alone  
or with soft tonneau cover 

The solid and scratch-resistant styling bar in polished stainless steel is the 
perfect accompaniment to the X-Class’ striking and robust design, giving 
the vehicle an even more progressive appearance. Mercedes-Benz lettering 
underscores its value, and the styling bar also includes an integrated 3rd 
brake light. 
Soft cover ordered separately. 

Polished Stainless Steel 
Item number: A4708902000

£337.27^ +VAT

Steel Black 
Item number: A4708902200

£337.27^ +VAT

02   Styling bar for hard tonneau cover  

For the hard tonneau cover, the solid and scratch-resistant styling bar is ideal. 
Finished in polished stainless steel or black steel, it adds to the vehicle’s 
overall appearance. 
Hard cover ordered separately. 

Polished Stainless Steel 
Item number: A4708902100

£337.27^ +VAT

Steel Black 
Item number: A4708902300

£337.27^ +VAT

03   Sports bar 
 

The sports bar, painted in the same colour as your vehicle, complements the 
X-Class’ design and gives the pickup a dynamic and sporty look. Highly robust 
and durable, the sports bar is fitted to the load compartment sill of the bed and 
extends to the end of the bed, where it also helps to protect the edge. There’s 
an integrated third brake lamp and the sports bar can easily be combined with 
other pickup accessories. 
The bed lighting is not affected by the Sports Bar. Available in all standard body colours. Roll cover available 
separately.

Item number 
A47086092009291 

£608.79^ +VAT

02

03

^ Price does not include installation. 
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04   Hardtop canopy 05   Tailgate spoiler for sports bar  06   Chrome Side-Bar Kits

The hardtop canopy extends the load compartment and protects from theft. 
Thanks to the use of high-quality materials, it is robust, long-lasting and keeps 
both moisture and dust away from the load. The lines of the hardtop, which are 
painted in the same colour as the vehicle, are an excellent complement to the 
overall design.
All standard body colours available.

Our tailgate spoiler adds a sporty, aerodynamic edge to the X-Class. Attached 
seamlessly to the Sports bar with precision design, it’ll give your vehicle an 
even more purposeful look.  
Not compatible with roll cover, available in other colours.

These side bars, made from polished stainless steel, have a tube 
diameter of 76 mm and give your X-Class a stylish and striking 
side profile, which further enhances the pickup’s character. The 
running boards provide a secure and non-slip footing when entering 
and exiting, or when loading and unloading – with a maximum load 
capacity of 150 kg.
Also available in black.

With roof bars 
Item number 
A47079002009291

Item number 
A47086091009291 

Item number 
A470850110039 

£2,275.45^ +VAT £91.00 +VAT £317.57^ +VAT

06

04

05

^ Price does not include installation. 
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Protection
Our range of protective accessories helps to ensure 
the main load space is protected from the elements, 
and the flooring and bodywork are shielded from day-
to-day wear and tear – including the gradual build-up 
of dirt and moisture. 
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01

02

04

03
05

01   Soft tonnneau cover 02   03   Hard tonneau cover 04   05   Roll cover

Protect your load from rain, direct sunlight and prying eyes with our weather-
resistant soft cover. The PVC tarpaulin is tear-resistant and water-repellent. 
Additional fastenings and cross struts ensure that the load is protected and 
secure, then simply roll up the cover to access your gear quickly. 

With a design and paint scheme that matches your vehicle, this hard 
cover seamlessly blends into the aesthetics of your pickup. And with 
Mercedes-Benz lettering on both sides, it adds to the premium look. 
Protect your work tools or leisure equipment from the weather, dust and 
theft.

Available in other colours. 
Styling bar ordered separately.

The X-Class roll cover is made from robust, high-quality aluminium to protect your 
cargo against the elements, as well as theft. It can be opened and closed in stages – 
and can be quickly and easily installed and removed. 

This product is not completely water-tight or dust proof and is not compatible with lockable stowage box. 
Available in black and silver.

Without styling bar  
Item number 
A4708510900 

For styling bar 
Item number 
A4708511000 
Styling bar ordered separately 

Hard tonneau cover 
Item number 
A47085100009291 

Hard tonneau cover for styling bar  
Item number 
A47085101009291 

Roll cover  
Silver Aluminium  
Item number: A4708511100 

Roll cover for sports bar  
Silver  
Item number: A4708511200 

£1,274.65 +VAT £1,274.65 +VAT

Black Aluminium  
Item number: A4708511600

Black  
Item number: A4708511700

£243.88 +VAT £243.88 +VAT £1,218.76 +VAT £1,218.76 +VAT £1,715.00 +VAT  £1,356.64 +VAT
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06

06   All-season mats 07   Velour floor mats

Made from dirt and water-repellent rubber, these hard-wearing mats help protect the floor 
of the vehicle – whatever the weather. Their precision fit provides optimum protection and 
they are also easy to clean. With the embossed mark of the Mercedes-Benz logo, you can be 
assured of quality. 

Our front and rear velour mats have to undergo rigorous tests to ensure their durability. The mats 
offer fade-resistant colour and a neutral odour even after three winters of use. They’re marked 
with Mercedes-Benz lettering for a sign of approved quality. 

Front 
Item number  
A47068011009G33

Rear 
Item number 
A47068017009G33

Front 
Item number 
A47068001009J74

Rear 
Item number 
A47068006009J74

£39.00 +VAT £23.80 +VAT £42.90 +VAT £23.80 +VAT

07
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13

14

11

12

10

^ Price does not include installation. 
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10   Bed liner kit 11   Water & dust defence kit 12   Underride guard 13  14   Mud flap kits

The weather-resistant bed liner kit provides 
effective protection for the bed from paint 
damage. The black liner, which is exactly 
adapted to the bed, is made from hardened 
plastic and runs below the load compartment 
sill. It is compatible with the bed covers, 
the lashing rails and the load anchoring rail 
system at the side panels.

Our water and dust protection kit consists of 
three seals at the tailgate. One is vertically 
attached to the edge of the bed on the left of 
the tailgate and another on the right. The third 
seal is secured horizontally to the underside of 
the tailgate so that it lies against the bottom 
of the bed when the tailgate is closed, in order 
to protect against water or dust.

If you plan on taking the X-Class off-road  
regularly, then protect the engine, 
transmission and exhaust system with our 
three-piece technical underride guard. Made 
from robust stainless steel, its convenient 
openings make it easy to carry out repairs and 
maintenance work. 

This product it is not compatible with and cannot be fitted to 
the V6 diesel variant 470.252 –X350 d 4Matic.

Combat the dirt from wet and muddy roads, or the stones from construction sites, with our mud 
flaps. Providing protection for the sides, rear and underbody of your vehicle, the mud flaps also 
help to shield following traffic from loose chippings, spray and dirt. The mud flaps are precision-
tailored to the contours of the vehicle for a seamless finish that doesn’t affect the X-Class’ sporty 
appearance. The high-quality material used is extremely hard-wearing, durable and UV resistant.

Item number 
A4708511500

Item number 
A4707410100

Item number 
A4705200000

Front  
Item number 
A4708900000

Rear 
Item number 
A4708900100

£209.76^ +VAT £27.30^ +VAT £207.48^ +VAT £52.00^ +VAT £55.50^ +VAT
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Technology
You need to keep moving - and our technology accessories 
can help, giving you all the power and information you need 
at your fingertips.  
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01   USB power charger 

Our USB power charger’s intelligent ‘smart 
charging’ and output of up to 2 × 2.4 A 
allows you to power up your mobile quickly 
and conveniently via the cigarette lighter 
while you’re on the move. It includes 
protection against overheating, as well as 
subtly illuminated USB ports that make the 
charger easy to use in the dark.

Item number 
A2138200803

£30.90 +VAT

02   Garmin® MAP PILOT SD Card

CardUser-friendly navigation, accurate map 
data and excellent route guidance – the 
Garmin® MAP PILOT system brings all the 
benefits of a Garmin® navigation system 
to the Audio 20 CD with touchpad. All you 
need to do is insert an SD card featuring 
the navigation software and map data.

Item number 
A2139062907

£412.50 +VAT
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Cargo and Storage
Tools, work gear, skis, bikes… if you need to load a little extra 
on to your X-Class then we’ve got the fittings and features you 
need to feel confident carrying more. Each component has 
been precision-designed to fit seamlessly with your vehicle, 
and ensure that everything can be safely transported in style.   
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01 02 03

04
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01   Locking storage box 02   Basic carrier bars for roof rails  03   Sliding bed divider 04   Ratchet strap, with single-stud ring,  
set of 2

The lockable storage box provides plenty of room for your 
tools or leisure gear with its 156 litre storage volume and 
protects stored objects from weather or theft. It is scratch-
resistant, water-resistant, robust and long-lasting. Since 
it can also withstand high-pressure cleaning equipment 
and car washes, the box can be conveniently cleaned. 
It is fitted in the load anchoring rail system and is easily 
adjustable.

Our multifunctional, lockable aluminium bars, with their 
newly developed aerodynamic profile, significantly reduce 
wind noise and integrate perfectly with your X-Class. 
Precision-tailored to the body of your vehicle, the bars 
offer the basis for a range of Mercedes-Benz transport 
accessories: ski and snowboard rack, bicycle rack or roof 
boxes. The bars also offer easy,  
tool-free fitting thanks to an integral quick-release 
mechanism.

The load area partitioning system divides the bed into 
two separate parts. It helps you fix loads securely 
to transport your gear confidently. The system is 
continuously adjustable and is suitable for loads weighing 
up to 100 kg.

Our high-quality ratchet strap is made from high-
performance webbing in 100% polyester, with a robust 
metal ratchet fastener and high-quality load-securing 
rings – ideal for securing your load flexibly and reliably.

 
Item number 
A4705800000

Item number 
A4708980000

Item number 
A4708510600

Item number 
A0008900700

£252.07 +VAT £214.00 +VAT £304.85 +VAT £39.80 +VAT 

Wheels Styling Protection Technology Cargo and storage Safety



Safety
Keep yourself – and your passengers – safe and sound. 
We invest £4.6 billion a year in R&D to ensure our 
vehicles are fitted with the latest safety equipment. And 
to complement your X-Class’s integrated safety features, 
we offer the reassurance of child seats for all ages as 
well as a high-visibility jacket. 
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01   KIDFIX XP child seat, with ISOFIT 

Suitable for children between the ages of 3-12 (15-36kg bodyweight), the KIDFIX XP child 
seat attaches securely with an ISOFIT fitting – or with the vehicle’s three-point seat belt if 
ISOFIT isn’t available. 

Large padded wings, courtesy of the energy-absorbing XP-PAD, enhance side impact 
protection while the seat’s V-shaped backrest, adjustable belt guides and headrest mean 
that the seat will grow with your child. The backrest can even be removed to transform the 
KIDFIX XP into a booster seat. 

Replacement covers are available separately. Weight of seat approx. 7.6kg. 

Item number 
A0009704902

£238.10

02   DUO plus child seat, with ISOFIX 

Children between 9 months to 4 years 
(weighing 9-18kg) will enjoy travelling in our 
DUO plus child seat. Easily adjustable to 
accommodate sitting, reclining and sleeping, 
as well as keeping up with your child as they 
grow, the seat offers optimum protection and 
features a top-tether strap as standard. It can 
be fitted with the ISOFIX attachment system, 
or used with the vehicle’s three-point seat belt. 

Item number 
A0009704302

£291.43

03   BABY-SAFE plus II child seat,  
with automatic child seat recognition

Designed for the smallest of passengers (0-
13kg), our BABY-SAFE plus II seat includes a 
patented D-Sip system to improve side-impact 
protection, easily-adjustable head restraints, 
an adjustable carrying handle, a curved base 
for rocking or feeding and removable, washable 
seat covers. What’s more, the seat integrates 
with your vehicle to ensure automatic 
recognition and airbag shut off.

Item number 
A0009703802

£249.05

04   Fluorescent jacket, compact 

This bright yellow jacket with fluorescent 
strips makes you more visible to others, for 
optimum safety in every situation. Rolled 
for compact storage and supplied in an 
individual fabric bag, it’s ideal for stowage 
compartments in vehicle doors. 

Item number 
A0005833500

£7.08

040201 03
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